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We are a digital transformation consultancy and software

development company that provides cutting edge

engineering solutions, helping companies and enterprise

clients untangle complex issues that always emerge during

their digital evolution journey.

Since 2017 we have been a visionary and a reliable software

consulting partner for world-class brands.

@freelyformd



Each year, we help enterprises accelerate adoption of new technologies,

untangle complex issues that always emerge during digital evolution, and

orchestrate ongoing innovation. Whether it is a consumer-oriented app or a

transformative enterprise-class solution, the company leads the process from

ideation and concept to delivery, and provides ongoing support through its

framework.

At Freelyformd we help businesses build an intelligently designed digital

future. Tell us about your idea, and we’ll offer the most fitting technological

solution.



We help you to find the solution that suits your needs best.

We begin every project with requirements gathering and

analysis. Don’t worry if your requirements change, we use

agile methodology to keep costs down.



From custom software development with the latest tech to automated quality assurance, you get all types of software development services to help you 

build, sustain, and modernize enterprise software as well as our extensive expertise in building IT solutions.





We work for clients, not quarterly results. This

allows us to be responsive, flexible, and client

focused. The goals we set for our company always

take into consideration the best long-term interest

of our clients rather than the short-term interest of

financial pressures.

We push industry boundaries to deliver quality tailored

software.

Innovate

We continously collaborate with our clients to build the right

solutions for their customers

Agile

We strive to build trust and long lasting relationships with our

clients.

Transparent
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• Analyze your requirements
• Build the team
• Prepare technical documents
• Create a basic design

• Use appropriate methodology
• Show you the code each 2 

weeks
• Perform User Acceptance 

Testing
• Deploy your system/app

• Perform continuous server 
monitoring

• Allocate team members to fix 
bugs

• Provide general client support

Freelyformd is primarily an enterprise software company. Through the years of operation, we 
have helped many SMBs and enterprises. This experience has sofar helped us to create a 
process that ensures high productivity and efficiency for your solution.



Our clients range from corporate departments to ambitious

entrepreneurs who partner with Freelyformd to meet their

goals with creative thinking and modern technology. We help

you reimagine products, experiences and business models that

blur physical and digital worlds to create new value,

differentiation and revenue at scale.



Successful achievement of your company’s goals will require solutions that are tailor made for your business needs. Freelyformd

was founded to help businesses imagine, plan, and develop these software and I.T solutions.



The Innovation Village

Plot 31 Ntinda - Kisaasi Road Block B

3rd Floor, Kampala

+(256) 774 - 290781

info@freelyformd.com



At Freelyformd we help businesses build an intelligently designed digital future. Tell us about your idea, and we’ll offer the most 

fitting technological solution.


